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ABSTRACT
We statistically study gamma-ray burst (GRB) optical flares from the Swift/UVOT catalog. We
compile 119 optical flares, including 77 flares with redshift measurements. Some tight correlations
among the time scales of optical flares are found. For example, the rise time is correlated with the
decay time, and the duration time is correlated with the peak time of optical flares. These two
tight correlations indicate that longer rise times are associated with longer decay times of optical
flares, and also suggest that broader optical flares peak at later times, which are consistent with the
corresponding correlations of X-ray flares. We also study the frequency distributions of optical flare
parameters, including the duration time, rise time, decay time, peak time and waiting time. Similar
power-law distributions for optical and X-ray flares are found. Our statistic results imply that GRB
optical flares and X-ray flares may share the similar physical origin and both of them are possibly
related to central engine activities.
Subject headings: gamma rays: general — radiation mechanism: non-thermal
1. INTRODUCTION
Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are the most luminous phe-
nomena occurring at cosmological distances. It is well
known that the prompt gamma-ray emission is produced
by internal dissipation processes within the relativistic
ejecta (Piran 2004; Me´sza´ros 2006; Zhang 2007; Kumar
& Zhang 2015), while the broadband afterglows are usu-
ally interpreted as the interaction of an ultra-relativistic
ejecta with the ambient medium (Me´sza´ros & Rees 1997;
Sari 1998). The successful launch of the Swift satellite
in 2004 (Gehrels et al. 2004) has greatly improved our
understanding of GRB physics. Since its rapid response,
Swift could quickly allow the X-Ray Telescope (XRT)
and the Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT) to local-
ize a GRB position and begin to observe the afterglow
(Burrows et al. 2005a; Roming et al. 2005).
Some new phenomena are also discovered in the Swift
satellite era, while the most intriguing phenomenon is
the erratic flares of the “canonical” X-ray light curve,
observed in the early X-ray afterglow phase (Burrows et
al. 2005b; Zhang et al. 2006; Nousek et al. 2006). Those
erratic X-ray flares usually happen at ∼ 102− 105 s after
the prompt emission (Falcone et al. 2007; Chincarini et
al. 2007, 2010; Swenson & Roming 2014), and are ob-
served in both long and short GRBs (Romano et al. 2006;
Falcone et al. 2006; Campana et al. 2006; Margutti et al.
2011). Since flares appear to come from a distinct emis-
sion mechanism than the underlying afterglow emission,
and are seen in both long and short GRBs, it is generally
supposed to be powered by the central engine activities.
Therefore, X-ray flares and the prompt gamma-ray emis-
sion may have the similar physical origins (Burrows et
al. 2005b; Fan & Wei 2005a; Falcone et al. 2006, 2007;
Zhang et al. 2006; Nousek et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006;
Chincarini et al. 2007, 2010; Abdo et al. 2011; Troja
et al. 2015; Yi et al. 2015; Mu et al. 2016a). Interest-
ingly, flares also appear in the UV/optical band. Li et
al. (2012) selected a group of optical light curves with
flares, and suggested that optical flares are also related
to the erratic behavior of the central engine, which are
similar to X-ray flares. Flares are both observed in the
X-ray as well as the UV/optical bands, but the number
of GRBs with optical flares is much smaller than that of
GRBs with X-ray flares.
Flares are common astrophysical phenomena through-
out the universe. Some studies on X-ray flares from as-
trophysical systems have been carried out (Wang et al.
2015). Wang & Dai (2013) selected 83 GRB X-ray flares
and 11595 solar X-ray flares, and performed a statistical
comparison between them. They found the energy, dura-
tion, and waiting-time distributions of GRB X-ray flares
are similar to those of solar flares, which suggest a simi-
lar physical origin of the two kinds of flares. Some works
using different methods and data also obtain a similar
result (Aschwanden 2011; Wang et al. 2015; Harko et al.
2015; Guidorzi et al. 2015). These results are supported
by Yi et al. (2016), who studied all significant X-ray
flares from GRBs observed by Swift until March 2015,
and obtained 468 bright X-ray flares, including 200 flares
with redshifts. They found that there are four power-law
distributions with different indices between X-ray flares
and solar flares, including power-law distributions of en-
ergies, durations, peak fluxes and waiting times. Besides,
they also studied the peak times, rising times and decay
times of GRB X-ray flares, and found all of them show
the power-law distributions. These similar statistical dis-
tributions between solar flares and GRB X-ray flares sug-
gest both of them could be produced by magnetic recon-
nection, and also could be explained by a fractal diffusive,
self-organized criticality model (Aschwanden 2011; Wang
& Dai 2013; Harko et al. 2015; Da˘nila˘ et al. 2015; Yi
et al. 2016). Interestingly, some theoretical models have
been proposed that GRB X-ray flares could be powered
by magnetic reconnection events (Giannios 2006; Dai et
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al. 2006; Zhang & Yan 2011; Mu et al. 2016b).
In this paper, we investigate the optical flares observed
by Swift/UVOT and study the distributions of optical
flare parameters, such as duration times, rise times, de-
cay times, peak times and waiting times. Since optical
flares and X-ray flares may have a common physical ori-
gin, both of them may have similar distributions of the
parameters. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we present the selected GRB sample. In section 3,
we study some correlations between parameters of optical
flares. The distributions of flare parameters are discussed
in Section 4. Discussion is given in Section 5. Section
6 presents conclusions. A concordance cosmology with
parameters H0 = 71 km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.30, and
ΩΛ = 0.70 is adopted in all part of this work.
2. DATA
We extensively search for the optical flares of GRBs.
Since the fraction of GRBs with optical flares is much
smaller than that of X-ray flares, we mainly focus on
GRBs detected by Swift/UVOT. Swenson et al. (2013)
carefully studied the second UVOT GRB afterglow cat-
alog, which provides a complete data set of fitted UVOT
light curves for both long and short GRBs observed by
Swift from 2005 April through 2010 December (Roming
et al. 2009). They found more than one hundred unique
potential flares in 68 different optical light curves, and
obtained the starting time, peak time and end time of
optical flares. We consider the full sample containing
119 optical flares (see their Table 2), including 77 flares
with redshifts. These optical flares usually contain a
complete structure, including remarkable rising and de-
caying phase. Figure 1 shows an sample of the optical
flares. Most GRBs have a single optical flare, but some
of them have several optical flares.
We carefully study the timescales of optical flares, such
as waiting time, duration time, peak time, rise time
and decay time. The time parameters of optical flares
are derived as follows, which also can be seen in Yi et
al. (2016). The rise time can be derived by Trise =
Tpeak−Tstart, the decay time Tdecay = Tstop−Tpeak and
the duration time TDuration = Tstop−Tstart, where Tstart,
Tpeak and Tstop are the starting time, peak time and end
time of flares, respectively. They are all listed in Table
2 of Swenson et al. (2013). The waiting time for one
flare is defined as Twaiting = Tstart,i+1 − Tstart,i, where
Tstart,i+1 is the observed start time of the i + 1th flare,
and Tstart,i is the observed start time of the ith flare. All
the optical flare properties should be transferred into the
source rest frame, if they have redshift measurements in
the following analysis. For the first flare appearing in
an optical afterglow, the rest-frame waiting time is sim-
ply taken as Tstart/(1 + z), where z is redshift. We next
study the frequency distributions of the duration time,
waiting time, rise time, decay time and peak time of opti-
cal flares. Since optical flares and X-ray flares may have
a common physical origin, we will compare the results of
optical flares with X-ray flares, and check whether both
of them show similar distributions of parameters.
3. PARAMETERS OF OPTICAL FLARES AND
CORRELATIONS
Figure 2 shows the waiting time and peak time his-
togram distributions of the optical flares. The waiting
times of optical flares range from 10 s to 106 s after the
GRB trigger, mainly from 102 s to 103 s, which is similar
to the distribution of X-ray flares. The peak time Tpeak
of optical flare is in the range of 102 s to 106 s, mainly in
102 s to 103 s, occurring at the early time of the optical
afterglow, which is consistent with the peak time distri-
bution of X-ray flares. The optical smooth onset bumps
are also peaking at the early time of the afterglow, but
the optical flares and onset bumps are different from each
other. According to the standard forward shock model,
the onset of GRB afterglow is characterized by a smooth
bump in the early afterglow when the ultra-relativistic
fireball is decelerated by the circumburst medium, and
these features are well consistent with the forward shock
models (Molinari et al. 2007; Liang et al. 2010, 2013; Yi
et al. 2013).
We use the simple linear regression analysis for param-
eter fitting1 (Chatterjee et al. 2000), which is a linear re-
gression model with a single variable. In this paper, we
only consider correlations between two parameters of op-
tical flares. So the simple linear regression method is ad-
equate. Interestingly, these correlations have been found
in X-ray flares of GRBs (Chincarini et al. 2007, 2010;
Yi et al. 2016). Therefore, similar correlations could be
expected in the optical flares. If treating multivariate
correlations, multiple regression method should be used.
Figure 3 presents the strong correlation between the rise
and decay times of the optical flares. The rise time is
tightly correlated with the decay time with the slope in-
dex of 0.99. There is also a strong correlation between
the duration time and the peak time, with the slope in-
dex of 1.11. These two strong correlations indicate that
longer rise times are associated with longer decay times
for optical flares, and also suggest that broader optical
flares peak at later times. The two correlations of optical
flares are in good agreement with the corresponding cor-
relations of X-ray flares, which can be seen from Figure
3 of Yi et al. (2016). The best fitting results of the four
correlations are shown in Table 1. These tight correla-
tions suggest that the structures of the optical and X-ray
flares are similar, indicating a similar physical origin of
them. Besides, Figure 3 also exhibits the correlations
between the waiting time and other parameters of the
optical flares. The waiting time is correlated with both
the peak time and the duration time of optical flares,
which indicates a longer waiting time tends to peak at
a later time with a longer duration time, which are also
consistent with the correlations of X-ray flares. In the
fitting, the errors of parameters are not considered. Be-
cause there are no parameter errors reported in the opti-
cal flares from the second UVOT GRB Catalog (Swenson
et al. 2013). In order to test whether the fitting results
are biased by parameter errors, we assume the errors are
randomly changed in the 10 − 20% range of the origi-
nal value. We take the Twaiting − Tpeak correlation as
an example. After considering the parameter errors, we
find that the best-fitted power-law index is 0.90 using
the method proposed by Kelly (2007). So this result is
consistent with that in Table 1.
However, the start and end times of flares are affected
by the observational temporal gaps in the Swift light
curve, so the time scales of flares, such as, the rise time,
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simple linear regression
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decay time and duration time, may be also changed. In
order to test this observational bias for the four correla-
tions, we simulate 104 times for each correlation. In each
simulations, the time scales will be randomly changed in
the 0−10% range of the original value. Then we refit the
correlations. The best-fitting results are shown in Figure
4. From this figure, we can see that the fitting results
from simulations are slightly different from the value de-
rived from observation data. They are consistent with
each other at 1σ confidence level.
Some other instrumental and observational biases,
which tend to disfavor flares with short durations at late
times or smooth flares with long durations, will affect
the observational correlations. Because the UVOT col-
lects data in event mode during the first ∼1000 s, while
later observations are performed in image mode. The for-
mer mode has full temporal resolution, the latter mode
integrates light over the whole exposure. For this rea-
son, flares with a duration of 100-200 s cannot be easily
detected at late times, because the observations aver-
age the emission over several hundreds of seconds. Fur-
thermore, the identification of a flare requires also the
identification of the underlying continuum. A smooth,
longer-lasting flare could be more easily misclassified as
continuum and therefore missed. Overall, the temporal
correlations of optical flares may derive from instrumen-
tal and observational biases, especially for those flares
with short durations but at late time, or smooth flares
with long durations. We take the TDuration−Tpeak corre-
lation as an example. In order to test the two biases, we
provide two groups of simulation data in Figure 5, i.e.,
optical flares with short durations at late times for the
first bias (the red circles), and the smooth flares with
long duration times for the second bias (the blue cir-
cles). For the first bias, we simulate 500 optical flares
with 100s < TDuration < 300s and 10
5s < Tpeak < 10
6s.
For the second bias, we simulate 500 optical flares with
5×104s < Tpeak < 10
6s and 5×104s < TDuration < 10
6s.
The simulated red points of the first bias are far away
from the best fitting line in Figure 5, implying the cor-
relation may be affected by instrumental bias. For the
second bias, if smooth, longer-lasting flares could be iden-
tified, because peak time and duration time are almost
on the same order of magnitude, they marginally follows
the TDuration − Tpeak correlation.
4. THE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF FLARE
PARAMETERS
In this section, we use the maximum likelihood esti-
mation method (Bauke 2007) to fit the frequency dis-
tributions of optical flare parameters, such as Twaiting,
TDuration, Tpeak, Trise and Tdecay. We investigate the
differential distributions of parameters for the optical
flares. The differential distribution is chosen as a power-
law form
ρ(x) = βxαx , (1)
where αx is the power-law index. The occurrence rate of
flares in each bin can be calculated from ρ(x) = N/∆x,
where N and ∆x are the number of flares in the bin, and
the width of the bin, respectively.
We have studied the frequency distributions of X-ray
flares in Yi et al. (2016). We focus on the optical flares
observed by Swift in this paper. There are 119 GRB op-
tical flares in our sample, and 77 of them have redshifts
which consist of a sub-sample. For the total sample, we
divide the parameter x, which represents the parameter
of flares, into 11 bins. Figure 6 shows the differential
distributions of the optical flare in the total sample. The
points are the observed data with 1σ errors, which are
chosen as the Poisson error. The red curves are the op-
timal fittings derived with the maximum likelihood es-
timation method. The optimal fitted parameters αx for
the distributions of the waiting time, duration time, peak
time, rise time and decay time are 1.24±0.08, 1.23±0.07,
1.28±0.09, 1.31±0.10 and 1.21±0.07, respectively. The
sub-sample is treated with the similar method after the
redshift correction, and the optimal fitting results are
shown in Figure 7. The optimal fitted parameters αx
for the distributions of waiting time, duration time, peak
time, rise time and decay time are 1.30±0.11, 1.29±0.09,
1.29±0.10, 1.27±0.10 and 1.28±0.11, respectively. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show that the differential distributions of
the flare parameters can be well described by power-law
functions. We find that both optical flares and X-ray
flares have similar statistical distributions, so we suppose
optical flares and X-ray flares have a common physical
origin, which implies that both of them may be powered
by activities of central engines.
5. DISCUSSION
X-ray flares are the most common phenomena in GRB
X-ray afterglows. According to the statistical results of
X-ray flares, about more than one-third of Swift GRBs
with remarkable flares. However, the number of flares in
the UV/optical are far less than those of X-ray. There-
fore, not all the optical flares correspond to X-ray flares.
Swenson et al. (2013) applied the Bayesian Information
Criterion to analyze the residuals of the fitted UV/optical
light curve, and identified 119 unique flaring periods. In
this paper, we study the properties of optical flares, com-
paring them with X-ray flares. We check all the optical
light curves of Swenson et al. (2013) and X-ray after-
glows. We find that most of GRBs in this sample have
notable flares simultaneously observed in the X-ray band,
but there are still about a dozen GRBs with no distinct
flare activities in X-ray band.
The temporal behaviors of flares are different from the
underlying afterglow emissions, however they are well
consistent with those of prompt gamma-ray emissions.
Therefore, X-ray and optical flares are supposed to be
produced by internal emission powered by central engine.
Through a comparative of the afterglow observations,
there is evidence suggesting that the optical and X-ray
flares originate from similar physical processes (Swenson
et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012). Most optical flares usually
happen at early time after the prompt emission. How-
ever, some flares are even occurring at very late time both
in the X-ray and the UV/optical, such as GRB 070318
and GRB 090926A. Flares of these two bursts are not
only observed at early time, but matching well at late
time greater than 105 s in both bands. Therefore, the
physical origin of both optical and X-ray flares may be
similar, and both of them are related to central engine.
However, as discussed above, the presence of flares in one
band, but not in another is usually seen. We suppose the
primary reason is the lower significance of most flares in
the lower energy bands. While the X-ray flares are often
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easily identified by visual inspection of the light curves,
potential optical flares are more often overlooked or dis-
missed as noise (Swenson et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012;
Swenson & Roming 2013). Whether X-ray and optical
flares have the same origin remains an important open
question, much more observation data are required to
answer this question.
Interestingly, other bumps are also occurring in the
optical afterglows. But they are different from optical
flares. Generally, the onset of GRB afterglow is seen by a
smooth bump in early optical afterglow light curve as the
fireball shell is decelerated by the circumburst medium.
Liang et al. (2010) extensively searched for the afterglow
onset bump feature from early afterglow light curves, and
20 optical onset bumps are identified. These optical af-
terglows have smooth bumps, with the rising index for
most GRBs is 1− 2, and the decay index is 0.44− 1.77.
These afterglow onset features are well consistent with
the external-forward shock (FS) model. Another sharp
optical bump is produced by the reverse shock (RS) emis-
sion. However, the RS emission is rarely appeared in the
optical afterglows. At present, only a small fraction of
GRBs shows RS emission in optical afterglows. Accord-
ing to the RS model, the theoretical rising index can be
steep as 5 in the thin shell case for a constant interstellar
medium (Kobayashi 2000, Yi et al. 2013). One interest-
ing case is GRB 041219A, which shows three significantly
power-law rise and fall peaks in the optical-IR band. The
first optical peak tracking the gamma-ray light curve dur-
ing the prompt emission can be understood as emission
from internal shocks, while the remaining two peaks are
produced by RS and FS component, respectively (Blake
et al. 2005; Fan et al. 2005b). Another similar burst is
GRB 110205A (Gendre et al. 2012). Therefore, the two
optical bumps (FS component and RS component) are
attributed to the external shock emission, while the opti-
cal flares are related to the internal shocks of the central
engine. In our analysis, such bumps are not included.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have complied 119 optical flares of
GRBs taken from Swift/UVOT catalog of Swenson et al.
(2013) until December 2010, including 77 flares with red-
shifts. We studied the parameters of the optical flares,
such as the waiting time, duration time, rise time and
decay time. We found the waiting times of optical flares
range from between 10 s and 106 s after the GRB trig-
ger, and the peak time of an optical flare is in the range
of 102 s to 106 s. We also found some tight correlations
between these time scales of optical flares. Generally,
these tight correlations suggest that longer rise times as-
sociate with longer decay times, and also suggest broader
optical flares peak at later times. These properties are
consistent with the results of X-ray flares, and indicate
the structures of optical flares and X-ray flares are sim-
ilar. However, these correlations may be affected by the
instrumental bias, e.g., flares with short durations but at
late time are hard to identify by UVOT. We also studied
the frequency distributions of the parameters of optical
flares. The best-fitting results for the power-law distri-
butions of the parameters of the optical flares are similar
with those of X-ray flares. Our results indicate GRB op-
tical flares and X-ray flares may share the similar physi-
cal origin, and both of them are related to central engine
activities.
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Fig. 3.— The correlations between time scales of GRB optical flares. The rise time is correlated with the decay time, and the duration
is correlated with the peak time, which are consistent with the results of X-ray flares. The red line is the best fitting, which is shown in
Table 1.
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Fig. 4.— The distributions of the best fitting results for the four correlations from simulation data. We simulate 104 times for each
correlation.
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Fig. 5.— Two simulations for the instrumental and observational biases for the TDuration−Tpeak correlation: flares with short duration
times at late times (the red circles) and smooth, longer-lasting flares (the blue circles). It’s obviously that the instrumental bias is significant.
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Fig. 6.— The differential distributions of GRB optical flares. 119 GRB optical flares are used. The best-fitting indices for the differential
distributions of the waiting time, duration time, peak time, rise time and decay time of the optical flares are 1.24 ± 0.08, 1.23 ± 0.07,
1.28± 0.09, 1.31± 0.10 and 1.21± 0.07, respectively.
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Fig. 7.— The differential distributions of 77 GRB optical flares with redshifts. The best-fitting indices for the differential distributions
of the waiting time, duration time, peak time, rise time and decay time of optical flares are 1.30± 0.11, 1.29± 0.09, 1.29± 0.10, 1.27± 0.10
and 1.28± 0.11, respectively.
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TABLE 1
Results of the linear regression analysis for optical flares. R is the Spearman correlation coefficient, P is the chance
probability, and δ is the correlation dispersion.
Correlations Expressions R P δ
Tdecay(Trise) log Tdecay = (0.17± 0.11) + (0.99± 0.05) × log Trise 0.87 < 10
−4 0.57
Tduration(Tpeak) log Tduration = (−1.00± 0.15) + (1.11 ± 0.05) × log Tpeak 0.91 < 10
−4 0.45
Tpeak(Twaiting) log Tpeak = (0.47± 0.07) + (0.91± 0.03) × log Twaiting 0.96 < 10
−4 0.26
Tduration(Twaiting) logTduration = (−0.56 ± 0.14) + (1.05± 0.05)× log Twaiting 0.90 < 10
−4 0.48
